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CONNECTING NONLEPTONIC AND WEAKRADIATIVE HYPERON DECAYSP. �enzykowskiDepartment of Theoretial PhysisH. Niewodniza«ski Institute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków, PolandE-mail: zenzyko�iblis.ifj.edu.pl(Reeived January 17, 2003)Using the reent measurement of the � 0 ! � asymmetry as an in-put, we reanalyse nonleptoni and weak radiative hyperon deays in a singlesymmetry-based framework. In this framework the old S:P problem of non-leptoni deays is automatially resolved when the most important featuresof weak radiative deays are taken into aount as an input. Experimentaldata require that symmetry between the two types of hyperon deays beimposed at the level of urrents, not �elds. Previously established on-netions between hyperon deays and nulear parity violation imply thatthe on�it, originally suggested by weak radiative deays, has to surfaesomewhere.PACS numbers: 11.40.�q, 11.30.Hv, 13.30.�a, 14.20.JnFor a long time weak hyperon deays have been presenting us with aouple of puzzles (see [1, 2℄). These have been in partiular: the questionof the S:P ratio in the nonleptoni hyperon deays (NLHD) and the issueof a large negative asymmetry in the �+ ! p weak radiative hyperon de-ay (WRHD), the latter being indiative of either SU(3) breaking e�etsmuh larger than expeted, or of Hara's theorem being violated. Violationof this theorem, although forbidden on the basis of hadron-level arguments,was also suggested by a ouple of (tehnially orret) quark-level alula-tions (onstituent quark model, CQM) [3�5℄. In the CQM alulations theonstituent quarks in the intermediate states between the ation of weakinteration and the emission of a photon are essentially free. Violation ofHara's theorem followed also when NLHD and WRHD were onneted viathe vetor-meson dominane (VMD) approah [6℄.(2683)



2684 P. �enzykowskiSome time ago it was pointed out [2℄ that the status of Hara's theoreman be lari�ed through the measurement of the � 0 ! � deay asymmetry.By yielding a large and negative value of �0:65 � 0:19 for this asymmetry,the reent NA48 experiment [7℄ has deided very learly in favour of thetheorem. The experimental number disagrees very strongly with the resultsof the CQM alulations [4, 8℄, and with the VMD approah [4, 6, 9℄, whihboth yield large positive value for this asymmetry. Consequently, we arefored to onlude that(a) onstituent quark alulations do not provide us with a proper desrip-tion of weak hyperon deays, and(b) the existing desription of NLHD and/or the onnetion between NLHDand WRHD used in the VMD-based approah of [6℄ do not orrespondto physial reality.The aim of this paper is to present a symmetry-based explanation of boththe measured S:P ratio in NLHD and the gross struture of the observed pat-tern of asymmetries and branhing ratios in WRHD, an explanation whihmaintains an intimate onnetion between NLHD and WRHD, and yet doesnot lead to the CQM/VMD results of [3, 6, 8, 9℄. Fragments of this expla-nation have been known for over twenty years now [10, 11℄, but they havenever been presented in a way learly highlighting the underlying simplesymmetry onnetion.One generally expets that NLHD and WRHD should be related (see e.g.[6, 12℄), and that this should hold both for the parity-onserving (p..) andthe parity-violating (p.v.) amplitudes. Theoretial and phenomenologialanalyses of p.. hyperon deay amplitudes have shown many times thatthere are no basi problems here, only some numerologial di�erenes. Thep.. NLHD amplitudes are su�iently well desribed by the pole model,while the p.. WRHD amplitudes may be estimated from NLHD throughSU(2)W spin symmetry with the help of VMD (or in another e�etivelyequivalent way), always leading to qualitatively similar results. Probablythe most reliable phenomenologial evaluation of p.. WRHD amplitudesalong the symmetry lines was arried out in Ref. [9℄. The real problem, astroubles with Hara's theorem indiated, is with the p.v. amplitudes.In order to onnet the asymmetries of NLHD with those of WRHD, weneed to be onsistent when �xing the relative signs between p.. and p.v.amplitudes of both NLHD and WRHD. Our onventions are the same asthose in Ref. [6℄ (Table IV, Eq. (5.2b)). For the purposes of this paper, it issu�ient to reall the following expressions for the p.. amplitudes:



Weak Radiative Nonleptoni Hyperon Deay 2685B(� 0 ! ��0) = 12p3 ��3fd � 1� FADA + 3� fd�C ; (1)B(� 0 ! �) = eg� �� 43p3C� ; (2)B(� 0 ! � 0) = eg� ��43C� ; (3)where g� = 5:0, FA=DA � 0:56, and f=d � �1:8 or �1:9. The fator of e=g�,reminisent of VMD, follows from the replaement of the strong ouplingwith the eletromagneti one, i.e. its appearane does not require VMD (butis onsistent with it) [4℄. The � 0 ! � and � 0 ! � 0 p.. amplitudesare of the same sign. Furthermore, the ratio B(� 0 ! �)=B(� 0 ! ��0) isaround �3e=g�, i.e. negative.For the p.v. amplitudes, with the experiment foring us to abandonthe onstituent quark desription [4, 7℄, we also turn to hadron-level ap-proahes. In the approah of Ref. [6℄, the WRHD p.v. amplitudes werealulated using symmetry from the NLHD p.v. amplitudes through thehain of onnetions: � SU(6)W�! � (!; �) VMD�! . The basi assumptions wereVMD, SU(6)W , and the assumption that the p.v. NLHD amplitudes arewell desribed by the urrent-algebra (CA) ommutator term. In Ref. [13℄it was proved that the soft meson CA approah and the SU(6)-symmetriquark-line diagram approah are totally equivalent in a group-theoretialsense. The perturbative QCD e�ets an yield only nonleading orretionsto the simple quark-diagram sheme. The on�ning e�ets require goingfrom quark to hadron level of desription, in whih quarks are treated asspin-�avour indies of e�etively loal hadron �elds. This is how the wholeSU(6)W quark diagram sheme is understood. Although in priniple thenonperturbative e�ets ould a�et the simple quark diagram sheme, theyare not expeted to do so: the quark diagram sheme works well in manyplaes, somehow inluding all suh e�ets (see also the omment on p. 338 ofRef. [1℄). In onlusion, the quark-diagram approah to NLHD (Ref. [6℄) wasompletely onsistent with urrent algebra. When generalised to WRHD,this approah predited large positive asymmetry for the � 0 ! � deay [9℄.As this predition strongly disagrees with the data, the following two ques-tions emerge:(i) Is the input in the hain of onnetions (i.e. the p.v. NLHD ampli-tudes) understood su�iently well? (The S:P puzzle indiates theremay be a problem here.)



2686 P. �enzykowski(ii) Is the hain of onnetions itself orret (i.e. are SU(6)W and VMDapplied in a proper way), and � if not � how to modify it?The assumption of SU(6)W relates the relative sizes of ontributions tothe p.v. amplitudes orresponding to the diagrams shown in Fig. 1, butonly for ontributions from a single lass: either (b1) or (b2), et. It doesnot relate (b1) to (b2) (or to (1) or (2)), and it does not onnet NLHDwith WRHD. Fixing the relative sizes and signs of ontributions from thesefour types of diagrams, both for NLHD and WRHD separately, as well asbetween NLHD and WRHD, requires additional assumptions that go beyondmere SU(6)W . In other words the SU(6)W quark diagram approah has to beproperly augmented, so that it indiates not only the ontrations of quarkindies, but also the way in whih various diagrammati amplitudes are to beombined (i.e. what are their relative strengths and sizes). For example, thesoft meson term orresponds to a partiular ombination of diagrammatiamplitudes, as adopted in [13℄. However, CA admits a orretion to this term(the orretion being proportional to meson momentum), whih orrespondsto a di�erent ombination of diagrammati amplitudes [14℄. Similarly, theonstituent quark model �xes (in disagreement with experiment [4℄) therelative signs and sizes of all (b)-type NLHD and WRHD amplitudes.
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Fig. 1. SU(6)W diagrams for weak hyperon deays.The SU(6)W oe�ients with whih di�erent amplitude types ontributeto di�erent deays were alulated in the past (see [15℄), and are gathered inTable I for NLHD, and in Table II for WRHD. Table II shows only the oef-



Weak Radiative Nonleptoni Hyperon Deay 2687�ients appropriate for (b)-type diagrams as the smallness of the measured�� ! �� branhing ratio implies that the total single-quark ontribution(whih involves ()-type diagrams) is negligible. TABLE ISU(6)W oe�ients for NLHDDeay k b1(k) b2(k) 1(k) 2(k)�+0 �+ ! p�0 0 12p2 � 16p2 0��� �� ! n�� 0 �12 16 0�00 �! n�0 0 14p3 � 14p3 0� 00 � 0 ! �0�0 0 � 12p3 14p3 0 TABLE IISU(6)W oe�ients for WRHDDeay k b1(k) b2(k)�+ ! p � 13p2 � 13p2�! n 16p3 12p3� 0 ! � 0 � 13p3� 0 ! � 0 13 0Experimental p.v. NLHD amplitudes ANL(k) are phenomenologiallyvery well desribed byANL(k) = b2(k) bNL + 1(k) NL (4)with bNL = �5 ; (5)NL = 12 (6)(in units of 10�7), whih orresponds to the S-wave SU(3) parametersdS = bNL ; (7)fS = �bNL + 23NL ; (8)



2688 P. �enzykowskisatisfying fSdS = �1 + 23 NLbNL = �2:6 : (9)Experimental values of the � 0 ! � and � 0 ! � 0 branhing ratiosare well desribed when, after fatorising the bi oe�ients and replaingthe eletromagneti ouplings in the WRHD amplitudes with their strongounterparts, the moduli of the (resaled) SU(6)W p.v. WRHD amplitudesfor diagrams (b1) and (b2) (Fig. 1) are both numerially (approximately)equal to jbNLj : jbWR(b1)j = jbWR(b2)j � jbNLj (10)(the two branhing ratios in question do not depend on the signs of bWR(b1)and bWR(b2), see [2℄). Inidentally, this agreement shows that the e�ets ofSU(3) breaking in these two deays are not large, as disussed in Refs. [2,15℄(the dominant terms in the p.v. amplitudes are SU(3) symmetri). Further-more, with p.. amplitudes of these deays being of equal sign (Eqs. (2),(3)), it follows from Table II that equal signs of their experimental asymme-tries require that the total p.v. WRHD amplitudes AWR be proportional tothe di�erene b1 � b2:AWR(k) = eg� (�b1(k) + b2(k)) bWR (11)with fator eg� aounting for the replaement of the strong oupling withthe eletromagneti one, just as in p.. amplitudes (Eqs. (2), (3)). Finally,with p.. amplitudes of � 0 ! ��0 and � 0 ! � deays being of oppositesigns (Eqs. (1), (2)), from the equal signs of their experimental asymmetriesit follows (using Tables I and II and Eqs. (5), (6)) thatbWR � �bNL : (12)The form of Eq. (11) ensures that Hara's theorem holds for exat SU(3)sine the SU(3)-symmetri bi terms anel there (Table II). As proposedin Ref. [11℄, the large value of the experimental �+ ! p asymmetry ispresumably due to a substantial SU(3) breaking e�et, expeted to be of theorder of Æs=Æ!, with the SU(3) breaking mass di�erene Æs � ms �md �190 MeV, and Æ! � 570 MeV being the energy di�erene between the �rstexited 1=2� state and the ground state.We now proeed to the question of the theoretial onnetion betweenNLHD and WRHD, i.e. between Eq. (4) and Eq. (11). Current algebraexpresses the p.v. NLHD amplitudes ANL(k) in terms of the ontribution



Weak Radiative Nonleptoni Hyperon Deay 2689C(k) from the CA ommutator and the orretion q�R�(k) proportional tothe momentum of the emitted pion:ANL(k) = C(k) + q�R�(k) : (13)Ref. [4℄ proves that the b-diagram-dependent part of C(k) is proportionalto b1(k) + b2(k). It may be shown using the derivative form of the strongoupling of � to baryons (see [4, 14℄), that the b-diagram-dependent partof the q�R�(k) term is proportional to �b1(k) + b2(k). Namely, by CPinvariane and hermitiity, in the parity-violating CP-onserving ouplingsof CP = �1 neutral pseudosalar mesons to baryonsg(0)fi �ufuiP 0 + g(1)fi q��uf�uiP 0 ; (14)in the onvention of [14℄, the oe�ients g(n) are imaginary, with g(0)fi (g(1)fi )antisymmetri (symmetri) under i$ f interhange. When translated intothe language of bi oe�ients, this leads to b1+b2 and �b1+b2 strutures forthe q-independent and q-dependent terms, respetively [4,14℄. SU(2)W spinsymmetry relates ontributions to NLHD and WRHD from terms propor-tional to �b1(k) + b2(k). Sine experimentally the total ontribution of allsingle-quark diagrams (inluding the ()-type ones) is negligible in WRHD,for NLHD we expet from symmetry with WRHD that a substantial ontri-bution from ()-type diagrams arises from the ommutator term only.Thus, the soft-meson CA approah of [13℄ is augmented with a orretionterm, due to a non-zero value of pion momentum and estimated fromWRHDby symmetry:ANL(k) = (b1(k)+b2(k)) bom+(1(k)+2(k)) om+(�b1(k)+b2(k)) bWR ;(15)where the �rst two terms desribe the ommutator C(k), and the symmetrybetween NLHD and WRHD is used for the �b1 + b2 term.Consequently, bNL = bom + bWR ; (16)NL = om : (17)Note that for NLHD all b1(k) are zero and, onsequently, without knowingbWR we annot extrat bom diretly from the data. Clearly, we annothave bom = 0 as suggested by the onstituent quark model alulationsombined with Hara's theorem [4℄, or else we would have bNL = bWR, and the� 0 ! (�;� 0) asymmetries would be predited as positive, in disagreementwith experiment.



2690 P. �enzykowskiUsing Eq. (12) we obtain bom � 2bNL (18)and for the ommutator we havedom = 2bNL ; (19)fom = �2bNL + 23NL : (20)Consequently domdS = 2 ; (21)fomfS � 1:4 ; (22)fomdom = �1 + 13 NLbNL = �1:8 : (23)Thus, the values of dom and fom (extrated from the S-wave ampli-tudes) agree with the values of SU(3) parameters dP and fP needed todesribe the P -wave amplitudes. The resolution of the S:P problem andthe desription of WRHD are interonneted. The mehanism by whih theS-wave amplitudes are redued from their ommutator values is losely re-lated to the explanation proposed in Ref. [10℄. In Ref. [10℄ the downwardorretion is due to the (70; 1�) intermediate states. In our approah expliitintermediate states are not used. However, the symmetry properties of theorretion term in Ref. [10℄ and in this paper are idential in the symmetrylimit. The di�erene is that in this paper, instead of estimating the overallsize of the orretion in a model as the authors of Ref. [10℄ do, we extratboth its size and sign from WRHD.There still remains a question how to understand the absene in WRHDof a term proportional to b1 + b2 (i.e. the analogue of the CA ommutatorterm as obtained in the onstituent quark model alulations). We observethat if in the presene of weak (p.v.) perturbation Lp:v: the symmetry is im-posed between axial and vetor urrents J�A and J�V , the resulting ouplingsto photons and pions are obtained fromA�T (J�V (x)Lp:v:(0)) (24)��T (J�A(x)Lp:v:(0)) = T (��J�A(x)Lp:v:(0)) + ommutator (25)with the pion �eld appearing via PCAC in the �rst term on the r.h.s. ofEq. (25). As shown in Eqs. (24), (25), the symmetry is not between the pion



Weak Radiative Nonleptoni Hyperon Deay 2691�eld � / ��J�A and the photon �eld A� (or the vetor-meson �eld throughVMD urrent-�eld identity J�V / V �) but rather between the urrents JV ; JAappearing on the l.h.s. This bring us bak to the original Gell-Mann's paper[16℄.This identi�ation of symmetry neessary for a suessful joint desrip-tion of nonleptoni and radiative weak hyperon deays leads to problemselsewhere, however. Namely, our present understanding of nulear parityviolation (f. Ref. [17℄) is based on symmetry of weak ouplings betweenthe �elds of pseudosalar and vetor mesons (and not on symmetry betweenthe axial and vetor urrents). Aording to Refs. [17, 18℄ the explanationof data on nulear parity violation requires the dominane of the weak rho-nuleon oupling of the form �uN�5uN��. Via the urrent-�eld identity(VMD) this leads to photon-nuleon oupling �uN�5uNA� and the viola-tion of Hara's theorem in weak radiative hyperon deays [2, 6℄. Sine thenegative asymmetry of the � 0 ! � deay means that Hara's theorem issatis�ed, it follows that either the urrent-�eld identity is not universal orour present understanding of nulear parity violation (i.e. [17℄) is not fullyorret.In onlusion:1. The simple onstituent quark model may produe unphysial resultsin higher order alulations if free onstituent quarks are used in in-termediate states. Consequently, it is an idealisation that goes too far,and should be used and interpreted with are. The onstituent quarkmodel should better be regarded as a method of evaluating symmetryproperties of simplest hadroni ouplings and transitions.2. The onnetion between nonleptoni and weak radiative hyperon de-ays should be formulated at the level of hadroni urrents JA, JV(and not at the level of �elds �, �, ) in agreement with Gell-Mann'spaper [16℄.3. The sizes and signs of the p.v. WRHD amplitudes are orrelatedwith those of the orretion to the ommutator term in NLHD. WhenWRHD data are used to estimate this orretion, the old S:P problemin NLHD is resolved. The explanation of the large asymmetry in �+ !p presumably requires more detailed SU(3)-breaking onsiderations(e.g. [11℄).4. The urrent-�eld identity suggests that vetor mesons do not oupleto baryons through the �u�5uV � term. This is in on�it with ourunderstanding of nulear parity violation [18℄. Thus, either this under-standing is not fully orret, or urrent-�eld identity is not universal.
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